The AFI Advantage
Fully Insured
AFI offers its clients an insured product that no one in our industry can equal. With five-million dollars in
liability insurance per incident and a 100% clean insurance claims record, we far exceed the capabilities and
professionalism that our competitors can offer. AFI can also increase its liability coverage based on a company’s
specific needs.
Remote Location Experience
Over the years, our work has taken us across the continent and around the world. Our well-traveled teams
have operated in the Yukon, Northern Labrador as well as many other remote locations in the U.S. and
overseas. What does this mean to you? It means AFI understands the logistical requirements of remote and
foreign areas and can provide the trained personnel with a proven track record in operating in any given locale.

When everything you’ve worked for is at stake,
you need a full-service resource.
Prepare. Progress through crisis.

Law Enforcement Liaison
AFI works closely with all law enforcement agencies at the municipal, provincial and federal levels. We
understand their strengths and limitations and model our operations to work within their perimeters. Because
of our approach, integrity and years of working with law enforcement across the country, we have the
necessary relationships in place to assist you efficiently in times of need.
Single Source Provider
We are Canada’s leading single source solution provider for all crisis management needs. While our
competition generally handles only one aspect of a crisis (i.e. security) and sub-contracts out the remaining
services, AFI is the nation’s only one stop corporate security source, licensed to operate across Canada.
Training and Recruitment
AFI employees are selectively chosen. Our personnel undergo rigid training and must meet exacting standards
before joining our team. In addition to basic training, our security officers and managers complete intense
training programs specific to our service offerings.
Labour Dispute, Crisis Management & Investigations Leadership
AFI has more experience in the field then any other firm in Canada. This translates into better strategies and
solutions to assist our clients during a work stoppage. Every year, we develop approximately 100
comprehensive contingency plans for our wide-ranging clients. Few can bring this depth of real-world working
experience to the table.
Strong Senior Management
The executives on our senior management team all bring diverse backgrounds in both crisis management and
corporate business. They possess a deep understanding of how businesses operate, what drives profits and
what AFI needs to provide in order to protect our clients’ bottom and top-line interests. This understanding
extends well beyond physical security to issues such as corporate image, reputation, customer retention,
shareholder demands and legal liability.
Excellent References
AFI can provide excellent letters and live personal references from many of our satisfied clients. Our goal is
100% client satisfaction and long-term client retention—our strong references bear witness to the fact that we
have achieved this, with many excellent companies across North America.
Confidentiality and Discretion
AFI ensures and maintains discretion and confidentiality throughout any and all business dealings.
Client Briefings/ Management Preparation
AFI conducts pre-project briefings as well as regular daily briefings when projects are on-going in order to be
proactive rather than reactive in response to potential incidents. This ensures seamless communication and
gives us the ability to resolve any issues in real time before they escalate.
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Contingency Planning: Planning for the expected… and unexpected
AFI assists North American corporations of all sizes develop continuity plans to stay accountable,
remain secure and exceed both employee and shareholder expectations, as well as all insurance
requirements.
Our services include:
• Internal document preparation
• Staff training for emergency response
• Testing of business continuity plan
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AFI was first established in 1986 in Ontario, Canada and
soon began offering its professional services to companies
across the country. To meet a growing demand south of
the border, it expanded its operations to encompass all of
North America in 2007, opening its first U.S. headquarters
in Cleveland, Ohio.

Labour Dispute Security: Seasoned protection for peace of mind
Since 1986, AFI has assisted more than 1,000 image-conscious clients plan for and execute safe
and realistic labour dispute strategies. Through our efforts, our clients have been able to manage
the negative impacts to their businesses caused by employee-related disputes. Our highly trained
personnel ensure:
• Events remain non-confrontational
• All assets and personnel are protected
• Both union officials and management have the resources to maintain positive relations once the
situation is resolved

Crisis Management and Response: Helping you endure the storm
When a crisis hits, AFI is there to guide your organization with complete on-site management.
Our rapid response team provides:
• Transportation services to safely cross picket lines
• Emergency resources, personnel & temporary housing
• Supplemental labor/replacement workers

North America’s Corporate Security Leaders
Executive and Close Protection: Protecting your biggest asset—your people

AFI International provides elite security, risk management,
business continuity and investigative services to protect
people and property, both in times of crisis and regular
business operations. Look to us for a complete array of
pre-crisis planning and premium security solutions – ideal
for businesses of all sizes and market sectors.

AFI specializes in protecting a company’s employees and executive personnel—across North
America and around the world. Our close protection specialists are available, either in single or
team protection detail, for:
• Travel security planning and monitoring
• Estate security
• Family protection and dedicated security driver services

Security Audits/Threat Assessments:
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Proactive solutions for today’s complex risks
AFI works with companies to identify existing, unknown or emerging business risks, along with all
areas of vulnerability within an organization. Our audit and assessment experts will:
• Evaluate procedural compliance with internal policies
• Perform internal & external audits
• Provide a fully detailed report (with cost-effective and realistic safety recommendations)
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Corporate and Internal Investigations: Eradicating insider threats
AFI’s corporate investigation team protects companies, their people and their customers from
incurring losses due to employee fraud, theft and negligence. Our experienced investigations
personnel employ:
• Covert and overt detection strategies
• Sophisticated surveillance equipment for video documentation
• Professional interview services

Benefit Claim Surveillance and Undercover Investigations:
Eliminating false claims, violations and time theft
AFI’s Investigations team is the leader in protecting corporations from leaked profits and the
escalating costs associated to time theft and employee benefit fraud. Our investigative personnel
assist you in eliminating these issues from your workplace through:
• Undercover investigations
• Covert Surveillance
• Evidence documentation and formal presentation

Corporate Event Security: The show must go on

Proudly established in Canada and the U.S.
.

Whether it is an annual general meeting, service announcement or product launch, special events
require special security. AFI is here to ensure your event runs smoothly, from start to finish.
We assist your company with:
• Advanced risk assessments and contingency planning
• Law enforcement/emergency services liaison
• Fully-trained uniformed and plain clothes security personnel

